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Details of Visit:

Author: Left Leaning
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 7 Jul 2017 16:30
Duration of Visit: 45 Minutes
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Scorpio Sauna
Phone: 01316619944

The Premises:

I chose Scorpio - as a first timer in Edinburgh - based on how the front door looked on google maps
street view. I suffer quite badly from the spotlight effect and it only took me 3 attempts to actually
get in the door. I was buzzed through a secure entry and greeted by the lovely Amy herself who
immediately made clear the prices and I was then given a tour by a foreign lady who's name I can't
recall but who made me feel very welcome and put me at ease showing me to the change area and
showers. The bathrobes were nice and soft and the towel was big too. I jumped straight into the
shower with my clothes in a locker and my valuables in a little zippy bag. The shower was lovely
and warm with plenty water pressure and there was plenty shower gel and even mouthwash by the
sink so I felt fantastic after a long day in the office with the muggy summer heat. I had to use the
gents first and found it to be very spacious, comfortable and well provisioned. I moved through to
the lounge area and was invited to take a seat along side Amy and the foreign lady. The man who
owns the place kindly offered me a soft drink and I was very much under the impression that there
was no pressure whatsoever by way of time and that other ladies would be available soon. The
couches in the lounge are nicely laid out and the atmosphere was nice and relaxing. I took a swig of
the fresh orange and asked Amy if she would like to just go through now and off we popped to the
room through the back. The room had a quartre circle bathtub in on e corner and nice spacious
raised bed at the other end surrounded by mirrors even on the ceiling. I felt very comfy here and
was able to observe myself in my full glory whist I waited for Amy to return.  

The Lady:

Amy made references to her age but I certainly wouldn't put her in the mature category. Tbh I am
not a very good judge of age, especially without my glasses on but despite what she is in actual
years, her body is still in its late 20s. She is slim but definitely not skinny. She has a natural figure
with curves and beautifully soft, smooth skin all over. I particularly enjoyed stroking her around her
bottom and thighs which are divine and her breasts are a handful of heaven. So firm and fondleable
the have to be experienced to be believed.  

The Story:

I chose Amy on two counts. Firstly I was nervous. I haven't been to a massage parlour in a long
time. The foreign lady had a air about her that she was into hard stuff. Amy had an elegance and
came across as very professional. At that moment I needed to be looked after and comforted into
things and Amy was a wonderful host in this regard. She could sense that I was a bit tense and was
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wonderful at putting me at ease with a nice relaxing massage and erotic tickles. My erection for her
was partially Viagra enhanced but her sensual strokes had really switched me on to the wonder of
the woman and I wasn't long in turning myself over for more special attentions. We had been
chatting a bit about my work an stuff and it all felt very natural. I really like that in a lady. Talking and
listening is a big part of the experience and we reminisced about the Glasgow saunas that are no
more. This made me feel great as I conjured up memories of very special times and ladies it would
be lovely to see again.

I was really feeling aroused and stimulated and only just realised that we hadn't actually begun just
yet and so I asked her if she kissed. Straight away we were snogging and I was cupping her breast
whilst she held me by the shaft. My cock was really beginning to throb full and she responded by
going down and giving me exactly what I had asked for, a gentle blowjob. The technique was
exhilarating with little kisses and tongue swirls up the length of my shaft, sucking my whole balls
into her mouth and all so very gentle and slow. She had me silently begging to be taken into her
mouth fully and when that moment came it was on of those 'Ohh, God...' moments which make the
entire experience for you.

I was in two minds about having the full blowjob to completion as it was so good but her body was
so slender and natural that I needed to have her on top for full sex. I said if she went on top for a bit,
I would then turn us over and finish us off. She climbed up and slotted me into her warm pussy. She
fitted like a warm glove and her rhythm was like music. I had all of her thighs, bum and breasts right
there to fondle as my arousal escalated inside of her. She felt so good with her bum in one hand
and her breast in the other. I must have kissed her again but it all became a crescendo of sensuality
as I recall feeling her perfect tits in two hands, bouncing them round in circles and being completely
at the mercy of an extremely intense orgasm the likes of which I haven't experienced in years. it
was just perfect and Amy had me completely within her, entirely respectful of the moment I was in.

After a minute or so she very carefully let me out and we lay together on the bed and had a really
nice conversation about things and I really felt elated. It was only a 45 min room hire but we chatted
for what seemed like ages and the overall experience felt like a whole afternoon.

I'm quite sure Amy is good at the hard stuff too and is quite adaptable to most situations but if you
are looking for super sexy body with a pleasant and respectful lady then I couldn't rate Amy highly
enough.  
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